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Revision 
Strategies 

Year 11



Revision
How do you make it stick?

• Why do you need to revise?

• What the science tells us works (and what does not!)

• Effective techniques that you can use





Cognitive Science
What does the evidence suggest?

• Learners often have a poor sense of what they have learned - ‘The Illusion of 
Knowledge’

• Learners often employ revision techniques that give the feeling of developing 
greater fluency leading to an ‘illusion of learning’

• Learners are often put off using effective methods of revision because they 
require greater effort and have a greater likelihood of making errors



Cognitive Science
What does the evidence suggest?

The Testing Effect (AKA The Retrieval Effect)- Studies 
have shown that the act of retrieving knowledge from 
memory his significantly more effective than restudying 

-Testing provides learners with excellent feedback on 
what they actually know

-Testing is thought to produce better organisation of 
knowledge

-Retrieval practice modifies what is stored in long term 
memory

-Retrieval practice improves ability to bring to mind 
knowledge





Cognitive Science
What does the evidence suggest?

The Spacing Effect - Learning is more effective if 
learning of specific knowledge is spaced over 
time (distributed practice) as opposed to learning 
in a single block (cramming!)

- The length of time depends on how well you 
know your stuff.  The better you know it the 
longer you should leave  between revision.

- Plan your revision (RETRIEVAL) to revisit 
topics over time as opposed to learning one 
topic at one time.





Cognitive Science
What does the evidence suggest?

The Interleaving Effect - Switching between ideas 
during a revision session is more effective than 
studying one idea for the whole time. 



•Effective revision techniques are an essential 
aspect of learning for all students. 

•Re-reading and highlighting long pieces of text 
are traditionally some of the most popular 
revision techniques used by students. 

•However, evidence suggests that they have very 
little impact on learning and retention.
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Let’s review some concepts

Things we 
recommend 

you could try
Mind mapping & 
revision clocks

The revision 
environment
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Using exam 
papers

Flashcards



1.
Mindmaps, quizzings and 

revision clocks
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Quizzing

• Read a text, come up with 
questions about the text

• Cross or tick

• Repeat at different times

• Get others involved 

What does a nucleus 
contain? 

Why does the nucleus 
have a positive charge? 

Protons and 
neutrons

Due to the protons



Reduce and 
Transform

• Not all have access to 
running water 

• One reason is leaky pipes 

• Recent droughts have 
made the situation worse 

38%

• Read the text

• Reduce the 
amount of 
information (key 
idea)

• Transform the 
information into 
diagrams 



Mind 
Maps
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Why mind map?

• Mind Maps are a creative way to organise your thoughts and store 
and structure vast amounts of information in one place 

• They display hierarchy, show relationships between individual ideas 
and enable you to see the “ big picture ” at a glance. 

• Thinking: Research suggests that our brains work by connecting one 
idea to the next and the next and the next, etc. ...

• Images and words together are more engaging to our brains. 
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Revision clocks

The Revision Clock is a helpful way 

•To condense down your notes and 
break your revision into 12 
manageable chunks.

•This makes the revision clock 
helpful in planning 5 and 10-minute 
revision slots. 

•Make notes in each chunk of the 
clock. There are a few ways this can 
be done (revision is less effective if 
you copy information) from 
memory or from reading and 
condensing revision material into 
the most vital points to remember 



Secrets 
of 

Revision







These are the 10 strategies Dunlovsky examined

1. Practice testing

2. Distributed practice

3. Interleaved practice

4. Elaborative interrogation

5. Self explanation

6. Rereading

7. Highlighting and underlining

8. Summarising

9. Mnemonics

10. Using images

Effective

Not

very 

effective





Flashcards





1. Practice testing

• Past papers

• Practice questions

• Timed questions

• Flashcards

• Mindmaps

• Revision clocks

• …



Revision
Do it!

Get started!

Secrets 
of 

Revision
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GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR 
REVISION


